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Abstract The frequent association between primary headaches and psychiatric disorders is consistently reported in the literature. There is increasing evidence that a bi-directional relationship links these somatic conditions to psychopathological events. Prospective studies show that several psychiatric disorders are severe risk factors for both the onset and chronicisation of primary headache, and for a long time it has been suspected that headache triggers psychiatric disorders, mostly of affective nature, and affects both their course and outcome. Researchers are actively involved in investigating the biological basis of such a relationship while clinicians still need to strengthen their interest in psychiatric comorbidity of their primary headache patients to improve clinical outcome and to prevent chronic evolutions.
clinical entities that share some pathophysiological bases. In this view a two-way relationship could link the conditions, primary headaches and psychopathology, with a mutual vulnerability between them. Longitudinal studies on patients with headache show that severity of the headache is positively correlated with the risk of developing mood or anxiety disorder [6] . Breslau et al. [7] also have shown that women with a higher score on the subscale for neuroticism of the EPQ inventory had a higher risk for migraine after a 5-year follow-up. These data suggest that abnormal personality traits can predict the onset and the severity of headache.
Merikangas et al. [8] , in a prospective study, assumed that migraine follows anxiety within several years, while it precedes by about 4 years the onset of depression. All these findings can support a kind of model in which anxiety, through mental processes such as somatisation and conversion, together with molecular brain mechanisms still ill-defined, induces or facilitates the onset of a primary headache, thus triggering a psychoneurobiological cascade toward a clear mood disorder such as depression (Fig. 1) .
The opposite pathway can be also imagined, i.e., that mental suffering can be transformed into somatic pain: the concepts of masked depression in French psychiatry and of depressive equivalent in Spanish psychiatry go in this direction. The false belief of somatic illness, which sustains hypochondrias, is the extreme transformation of mental suffering, which paradoxically is itself a mental disorder.
This point of view is not novel in psychiatry if we consider that from Grisinger to Black-Munro [9] Fig. 1 Sequence of events that lead from anxiety to the development of headache and from headache to depression ern psychiatry consistently considered pain and mental suffering as different sides of the same dimension. Not to mention Freud who theorizes the possibility for anxiety to transform into almost every somatic manifestation. Neuroscience studies and more recently results of experimental investigations by means of the in vivo brain functional exploration methodologies such as positron emission tomography and functional magnetic resonance showed that pain and mental suffering, such as depression, are related to the same brain regions (anterior cingulate, amygdala, orbito-frontal cortex and temporal lobe [10] ). These data indicate that even at the biological level pain and mental suffering share a common basis.
Moreover, preliminary data point out that depression and other psychiatric conditions affect the outcome of primary headache, particularly increasing the risk of chronic evolution [11] .
In conclusion, primary headache and psychiatric comorbidity can be thought as different points of a neuropsychobiological loop in which psychological components such as stressful life events and biological components such as pain mutually interact, one facilitating the onset of the other [12] . According to this model, psychiatric comorbidity is not only associated with higher vulnerability but probably plays a significant role in the development of drug resistance and chronicisation of primary headache, or vice versa, this neurological condition facilitates the psychiatric comorbidity.
